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Ikea’s customers usually consist of the parents or adults of 
families, looking to purchase ready-to-assemble furniture. 

Ikea is a worldwide company specialising in furniture and other 
home appliances established in Sweden in the summer of 1943. 
Ikea could also be seen as an evolved/developed version 
of Bauhaus designs from Germany over 100 years ago. There are 
currently over 430 Ikea retail stores operating all over the world. 

Client Investigation
I have been commissioned  by IKEA, to design a furniture item to be sold as part of IKEA’s main range. 

The product will be sold internationally and should appeal to IKEA’s current customers. 

As a starting point, I will need to conduct a thorough investigation into the IKEA company, the products it sells and Ikea’s target customers and end user. 

IKEA Product Analysis

IKEA Target CustomersAbout Ikea

Here you should include as many facts as 
you possible can about the company. 
The IKEA website should give you 

For extra marks you should look for:

Your own observations of IKEA as a visitor

Here you should include information on 
the types of people who IKEA target. 

For extra marks you should look for:
-Reviews of IKEA by different types of 
people
-Your own observations of IKEA as a 
visitor

The stool can be stacked, so you can keep several on hand 
and store them on the same space as one.
This stool has been tested for home use and meets the 
requirements for durability and safety, therefore suitable 
for people who have young children . It has multiple uses: a 
stool, coffee table, or a bedside table. The scale of 
production is mass production as these cheap products are 
usually mass produced to comply with the demands of this 
product as it is sold world wide. Each piece was made 
separately for the customer to put together, this is why the 
price of the item is very affordable. I like that you can 
purchase a topper as well which adds to the comfort of the 
chair.

Product size
Tested for: 100 kg
Seat diameter: 32 cm
Width: 40 cm
Seat height: 45 cm

Materials :Seat/ 
Foot: 
Polypropylene 
plastic. Leg:
Steel, Epoxy 
powder coating

Here you should analyse a selection of IKEA 
products which you believe to be popular 

What is the function of the product?
Does it have any special/ unique features?

Which scale of production was used to 

Who might the target customer be?
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